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LOGLINE:
Once A Nun Always A Medium tells the story
of Rev. Dr. Norma J. Turner, a Sister of the
Sister of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary
for almost 20 years who blossoms into a
Spiritualist Buddhist chanting medium.

SYNOPSIS:
Once A Nun Always A Medium follows the
spiritual development of Rev. Dr. Norma J.
Turner, a spiritualist minister and evidential
medium. Norma was a Sister of Charity of the
Blessed Virgin Mary for almost 20 years.
Then one thing led to another, and Norma
experienced a number of twists and turns in
her spiritual development - Goddess
Spirituality (Wicca), Spiritualism, and
Buddhist chanting. Norma terms her palette
of spiritual tastes a theo-philosophical
tapestry. Once a nun, Norma evolves in to a
medium. A medium is not the same as a
psychic. A medium is someone who talks to
the dead. In this documentary, Norma
provides a spirit reading for artist and
neighbor, Gloria Newman. Consciousness
awaits the viewer of Once A Nun Always A
Medium.
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Director’s Statement
As a spiritual teacher and artist, my mission is to
produce conscious-based documentary films that
educate, inspire, and elevate humanity. I have
accepted my calling to assist in the elevation of
human consciousness. Thus, I create documentaries
that feed the soul.
Once A Nun Always A Medium touches on the
subject of the continuity of life after we transition.
Mediumship is a process through which we can
begin to understand that we are eternal beings; the
body expires but as light beings, we are eternal. It
also explores the idea that spiritual development is
not finite; our spiritual journey can change and grow.
We aren't required to practice one religion or
philosophy for the rest of our human lives.
Also, I am a fan of cinéma vérité style of filmmaking.
In this documentary, I employ some of the
characteristics of true filmmaking through the use of
natural lighting or whatever lighting is available. I use
basic equipment; a simple camera and a tripod.
Additionally, the sounds that naturally occur in
someone's house, like a fan or an air conditioner are
heard here. Any stumbles over words from the
subjects are allowed to be as they are.

TYFFANY HOWARD
(director & producer)

• Tyffany Howard is an independent awardwinning documentary filmmaker - writing,
producing, and directing films that support and
promote consciousness. She founded Tyffany
Howard Films in 2021, and it operates as a division
of Tyffany Howard LLC. Tyffany's documentary film
credits consist of two award-winning films: Once A
Nun Always A Medium and Created Elizabeth.

CAST
• Rev. Dr. Norma J. Turner has a Ph.D in
Human Sciences from Saybrook
University. She is a spiritualist minister,
dissertation coach, and evidential
medium.
• Gloria Newman is an artist and
sculptor.
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